Site Visit – Bolivia Hill Upgrade

Hosted by Northern Group

Join the Northern Group on a site tour of the Bolivia Hill Upgrade.

The Australian and NSW governments are investing $80 million at Bolivia Hill to bring the New England Highway in line with a modern, efficient highway which is safer to drive and time-saving for the freight industry.

The New England Highway is a major link between the Hunter Region and the New England area and beyond. At Bolivia Hill, the existing highway has a deficient horizontal alignment (curves with 75 kilometres per hour advisory speeds), steep grades (up to 9 per cent), narrow or no road shoulders with a rock face to the east and steep drop to the west and a poor crash history with respect to fatalities and injuries.

Roads and Maritime Services is delivering the upgrade which will provide 2.1 kilometres of new highway, a new 320 meter cantilever bridge, wider lanes in each direction and widened road shoulders to improve road safety, road transport productivity, efficiency and reliability of travel.

Guide/presenter on the day: Lindsay Mulligan, RMS

Numbers are limited for this event - register early to secure your position!

LOCATION
RMS Site Compound
cnr Pyes Creek Road & New England Highway (33 kms south of Tenterfield)

DATE & TIME
Thursday 24 October 2019
3.00pm

PPE
Steel capped boots, long sleeve shirt, hard hat, hi-vis vest, safety glasses

TICKETS (incl. GST)
EA Members: free
Non Members: $30
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